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desperation. None of them looked healthy. Unfortunately the mental, emotional and physical welfare of the
chickens is not in line with maximum productivity.
On day two I brought a camera, and took photos. Anyone can become and animal activist when faced with
cruelty. I didn’t see the farm hand walking towards me as my flash went through the shed. When he
approached he just smiled at me and kept walking.
The workers are under non-disclosure contacts and the Laos packers didn’t speak English.
At the end of the week I witnessed egg cartons come in with 'free range eggs' printed on them empty and go
out full. This was a battery cage only facility. When I questioned a personal friend that had worked there he
said 'it happens all the time'. He also told me that animal activists occasionally broke in, which when
leaving, was my only hope for the future of these poor creatures.
In 2007 PACE was offered 1 million dollars by the ACT government to go ‘barn laid’ at the facility and
they refused.
In 2012 Animal activists broke in and as a result; the battery cage was banned in the ACT.
As part of the deal to go ‘barn laid’ PACE farms was offered $7.5 million for 24 hectares of subdivided
excess land which made the government $23 million dollars in profit. This land had sat there unused while
billions of hens had lived in hell, not touching or smelling grass, feeling sun or safety for over 30 years. Not
that they do now with the current standards.
This is the only egg facility in the ACT, with TAS being the only other state to ban the battery cage. This is
going on every day on a huge scale.
Instead of focusing on punishing activists; remove their motivations by making farmers more accountable to
the consumer, and show the public that animal welfare is equal to, at least if not of higher priority than
throwing the book at whistleblowers.
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